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Crash Data Recorders:
The New Eyewj tness in

Veh' i  cular Acc' i  dents

THOSE OF YOU \THO PRACTICE AUTOMOBILE LA\r ARE ABOUT TO EXPERIENCE A PROFOUND

shift in the way accident cases are litigated and settled. The field is on the verge of a technology driven paradigm shift

that will have an immediate and lasting effect on the way crash related evidence is measured, recorded, collected and

analyzed. The story of this change involves the vehicle airbag; more specifically, the sensors and conrrol modules that

monitor vehicle status and decide when the airbag should deploy. These modules are the aviation equivalent of "Black

Box" data recorders that store and later provide vital information about the status of the airplane in the moments prior

to disaster. \7e are now learning that airbag control modules have had the abiliry to provide similar data for vehicle

crashes at least since the early 1990's. Methods for retrieval of these data are now commercially available and are

currently being used as the equivalent of mechanical witnesses to tell crash investigators what happened in rhe mo-

ments prior to a vehicle crash.
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Overview of the Technology

Since the advent of airbag technol-

ogy in the mid 1970s, engineers have

had to develop and refine a method

for sensing vehicle status so that airbag

firing circuits could determine whether

or not to deploy the airbag. Specifi-

cally, the control circuits had to be able

to discriminate berween normal driv-

ing conditions, and the initial stages

of an impact that would require airbag

deployment. To help increase their

knowledge of the dynamic states of the

vehicle, sensors, along with memory

units,  were designed to record and

store some parameters associated with

arirbag deployment. These data could

later be retrieved and analyzed ro re-

f ine discr iminatory condi t ions for

sensing and firing the airbag.

In 1990, Ce neral  Motors intro-

dr-rced a Diagnostic and Reserve En-

ergv Module (DE,Rlvl) that recorded

airbag f i r ing data and fault  codes

within the airbag firing system. In

1994, General  Motors introduced a

single point sensing system consist ing

of a solid state analog accelerometer

and a computer algorithm integrated

into a Sensing and Diagnostic Mod-

ule (SDM). This system allowed re-

cording and collection of data regard-

ing ma-rimum velocity change (delta

V) of the vehicle for both deployment

and near deployment events. Since
historically, delta V has been used as a
measure of crash severiry this allowed

engineers to learn how the entire re-

straint system, including belts and

airbags funct ioned with changing

crash severiry condit ions.
In 1997 , the National Thansporta-

tion Safery Board (NTSB) made a rec-

ommendation that vehicle manufac-

turers and the National HighwayThaf-

fic Safery Administration (NHTSA)

work together in collecting and using

these crash data to increase highway

and vehicle safery. In 1999, General

Motors expanded the capabilities of
the SDM allowing it to collect pre-

crash parameters including vehicle

speed, engine speed, throttle position

and brake activation for a duration of

5 seconds prior to deployment or a
near deployment event. A summary

of the data collected and recorded by

the 1990 DERM, rhe 1994 SDM, and

the 1999 SDM is shown in Thble 1.

accident reconstruction to assist in re-
construction of accident events.

The amount and rype of data that

can be downloaded varies according to

the rype of SDM in the vehicle. Not

all 1999 models store the complete

data set shown in Thble 1. However,

in succeeding years, 2000 and 2001,

the number of General Morors cars of-

fering the complete data set has in-

creased. Vetronix has stated that sub-

Al though these data were re-

corded, they could only be retrieved

and interpreted by General  Motors

teclrnicians using specialized equip-

ment. To make these crash records

available to the general public, Gen-
eral Motors authorized Vetronix Cor-

poration of Santa Barbara, California

to develop the hardware, sofrware, and

connecting cables to download and

analyze recorded data from the SDM.
Last year, the Vetronix Crash Data Re-

trieval System became commercially

available, and is now being used by

police agencies and others engaged in

sequent versions of the Crash Data

Retrieval System will be able to col-
lect data for previous years through
1990 for al l  General  Motors cars
equipped with recordable modules. In
addition, Vetronix has designed their
Crash Data Retrieval System such thar
it can be used to retrieve data from

other manufacturers by simply updat-
ing the sofrware. Vetronix expecrs to
begin to add models from Ford Mo-
tor Company by the end of 2001.
Because of  the recommendat ions
from the NTSB and the NHTSA, it

is expected that al l  manufacturers

Parameter I99O DERM I994 SDI\,| t999 SDM

State of\ l iarning Indicator when e, 'ent occurred
(oN/oFF)

X X

Length of  t ime the r 'varning lamp was i l lumninated X i{ X

Crash-sensing act ivat ion t imes 0r sensing cr i ler ia
met

X X

Time from vehic le impact to deployment X

Diagnost ic Trouble Codes prBsent at  the t ime nf
the event

X

lgnrt iorr  cSrcle count at  event t ime X

Mar,. inrum._V for neirr-deployment event X

_\i ' , r :r .  t i rne tor f iontal airbaU deplo, iment errent i{ X

Time trorn vehicle impacl to t ime of maximum._V ,\
State of  ' l rnrEr 's 

geat bel t  s ' , ' i f ich X

Time between near-deployment and deploymenl
event ( i f  , , 'v i lh in 5 seconds)

X

Passenger 's airbag enabled or disabled state X

Engine speed (5 seconds before impact)

Vehicle speed (5 seconds before impacl)

Erake status (5 seconds before impact)

Thrott le posrt ion (5 seconds before impact) X

Table 1
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will soon be makine recorded crash

data available.

How the SDM.Works

An outline of the SDM and its sen-

sors is shown in Figure 1.

Vehicle speed, engine speed, and

percent throttle are transmitted once

a second by the Powertrain Control

Module (PCM) through the vehicle

datal ink to the SDM. The brake

switch circui t  status is transmit ted

once per second through the PCM or

the ant i lock brake module (ABM).

The drivert seat belt switch is usually

wired directly into the SDM. \W4ren

the accelerometer detects a preset
speed change, the processing unit ini-

t iates a computat ional  procedure
known as the "firing algorithm". The

algori thm may compute secondary

parameters such as deceleration, jerk
(the rate of change of acceleration) and
energy waveforms, and cont inual ly

compares the results of these compu-

tations with preset firing criteria. The

airbag may or may not deploy depend-

ing upon whether or not distinctive

criteria are met.

Once each second, the memory

unit stores 5 values for each of the

precrash parameters;

Vehicle speed

Throttle position
Engine speed

Brake switch condition

In each successive second increments,

the oldestvalue in memory is dropped,
and a new value is added. This con-

tinues until the SDM firing algorithm

initiates, at which time, the 5 values

in memory are preserved. 1 2

Near Deployment Events

A near deployment event occurs
when the firing algorithm is initiated,

but the sensing crireria for airbag de-
ployment is not subsequenrly met.
Even so, the memory module collects
all of the data as if the bag had de-
ployed. This information remains in
memory for approxim ately 60 days, or
until the event is overridden by a more
severe near deployment event. As will
be discussed subsequently, near de-

ployment events can be quite useful

in cases involving minor impacts.

How the Vetronix Crash Data Re-
trieval (CDR) System Is Used

The Vetronix unit is normally used
in conjunct ion with a laptop com-

puter. It is lighmeight and compact,
and it and the computer can easily be
taken to a car that is to be examined.
If the electrical system of the car is in-
tact, the unit can be plugged into the
diagnostic link connector. This is the
electrical port used by mechanics and
technicians to communicate with the
vehicle's onboard computer.

Ifvehicle power is unavailable, the
Crash Data Retrieval System must be
plugged directlv into the SDM that is
readi lv accessible under the passenger
or driver front seat or under the cen-
ter console. Once the col)nect ions ere
rnade, data dor.r'nload is almost imme-
diate.  Data is interpreted by the
Vetronix sofnvare and available on the
computer screen within a minute.

Verifi cation and Standardization
Begirrning in rhe Fal l  of  1998, an

Event Data Recorder \Torking Group
consisting of government and indus-
try off ic ials \ \ .as appointed by the
Motor Vehicle Safetl. Research Advi-
sory Committee's Crashu'orthiness
Subcommittee. The'Working Group
rvas later transferred to the National
Highway Traff ic Safety
Administration's Research and Devel-

opment Office. Since forming, the

group has met seven times to discuss
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Fi l ter ing and Condit ioning
Circui ts

Processing and Memory
C irc uits

Manual Passenger
Airbag Switch
and ldicator

Figure 1

construcr ion of a laral  col l is ion rhar
occurred in the sumnter of 2000 I  .
This accident involved a 1997 Mer-

cury Sable and a 2000 GMC limmv
4x4 that collided head on, or a rw;
lane roadway. By examining roadway
evidence, Mr. Mentzer determined
that the GMC drifted off onto the
shoulder and struck a mailbox. The
driver attempted ro sreer to the left
back onto the roadway, bur over cor-
rected and went into rhe lane of rhe
oncoming Sable . As the GMC crossed
the centerline, it began to slip sideways
leaving yaw t marks on rhe pavemenr.
The driver rhen steered back ro rhe
righr to occlrpy his proper lane of
travel, again leaving yaw marks. Horv-
ever, the driver of the GMC failed to
regain his lane and hit the Sable head
on, kill ing the driver.

Using the yaw marks, Mr. Mentze r
rvas able to perform a speed analysis
and determined that the GMC was
traveling 53 rnph in rl-re first yaw when
he skidded into the Sables lane, and
47 mph in the second yaw just prior

issues regarding standardization, veri-
f icat ion, and disseminat ion oF infor-
mation regarding crash data record-
ersr . Generally, the objectives of the
group are ro:

. Act as a repository for event data re-
corder technology
. Select specific variables for dara col-
lection
. Develop methods for dara collecrion,
retrieval and consistency
. Determine who should be respon-
sible for keeping rhe data
. Determine who owns the dara

Evenrually dara collecrion proce-
dures and protocol must be established
to insure that accuracy of the data falls
within specified ranges, and that stored
data which becomes part of a national
database will be uniform in format.

Example Reconstruction with a De-
ployment Event

One of  my associates,  James
Mentzer, recendy used the Vetronix
Crash Data Retrieval System in the re-



to sffiking the Sable. -When possible,
crash investigators seek to verify and

cross check results with other evidence
if it is available. It was important to do

so in this case since there has been some

contention that yaw analysis may not be

applicable under certain conditions 
('.

In this case. Mr. Mentzer discov-

ered that the GMCwas equippedwith
an SDM that supplied all of the data

shown in Thble 1. He therefore uscd

a Vetronix Crash Data Retrieval Sys-

tem to download the srored informa-
tion and check his yaw calculations.
Figure 2 shows the precrash data as

plotted by the Vetronix software. Thc

recorded data confirmed that within
4-5 seconds prior to the collision, tlrc

GMC was traveling54 mph,which is

comparable to Mr. Mentzer's comptl-
tation of 53 mph in the first yaw. lt

also shows that just prior to the colli-

sion, the GMC speed dropped to 47

mph comparable to t}re speed compurccl
in the second yaw just before impact.
Other comments on Figure 2 regerding
additional data from the Vetronix otrl-

put were supplied by Mr. Menzer.

Example of Crash Data Recorclcr
Use in a Low Speed Collision 7

In th is exemplar case. a l9() / t

Subaru was stopped at a traffic sign:rl.
The roads were wet,  and a 19()7

Chevrolet Cavalier approaching frortr

the rear, failed to stop and strucl< tltc'

Subaru directly in the rear. There wc't'c'

no witnesses other than the drivcrs'
and the police could not determinc tlrt'

point of impact nor how far each crrt'

moved after impact. The airbag in tlrc

striking car did not deploy and rherc w,rs

very little damage on either car. How-
ever, after the accident, fie driver of tlr.'

struck car began to experience neck pai rr

that persisted long after the accident.
The company t}rat insured the stril<'

ingvehicle hired a crash investigator atrtl

a biomechanical expert to analyze tlrc

accident. The crash investisator cott-
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cluded that the delta V of the Cavalier

was about 5 mph, and based his opin-

ion primarily on damage to the rear

bumper of the Subaru. Using the

speed calculation as a basis, the bio-

mechanical expert concluded that im-

pact forces should have been below

injury threshold levels. She concluded

that the driver of the Subaru should

at most have experienced mild transi-

tory discomfort. She based her opin-

ion on studies that showed no injury

to a class ofvolunteer subjects that had

parricipated in staged low speed rear

crash tests. Neither the crash investi-

gator nor the biomechanical expert ex-

amined the vehicles. Their opinions

were based on photos and published

studies.
'W'hen I examined the Cavalier, I

noted that it was equipped with an

airbag, and that the SDM was of the

rype that recorded post crash delta V.

Since no one really knew what I was

looking for, I readily obtained permis-
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sured, and the delta V of the Cavalier
was read directly from the air bag
module, using the Crash Data Re-
tr ieval System. Using the output
shown in Figure 3, the delta V was
then easily computed as

delta V (Subaru) = (2578 lb / 2 141 lb) x 8.5 mph =

10.2 mph

This value is double that provided by
the insurance crash investigator. The
difference results from the fact that the
insurance investigator had to infer the
delta V ofthe Subaru based on scant
and vague data. On the contrary,
weights and measured delta V of the
Cavalier were known to a high degree
of certainry. Since the biomechanical
expert based her conclusions on a delta
V of 5 mph, her conclusions and opin-
ions were meaningless for a 10 mph
velocity change.

(continued on page 26)
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D ata Recorder Inform ation
The vehicle data recorder was removed from the Jimmv and
its data was downloaded into a computer.

Note the "gpeed" line (red)
drops from 54 mph to 47
mphwithin 5 seconds.

Also note the "engfne rpm"
(green) rising slightly then
dropping, analogous to the
engine speed rising slightly
between two hard steering
movements in response to
throttle application ft lue) :

No brake application.

Figure 2

sion to download the impact data from tion to their weights. Specifically,

the SDM and found that the delta V

for the Cavalier was 8.5 mph. By delta V (Subaru) = (tueight of Caualiet / weight of

means of elementary physics, it di- subaru) xdeltav(Caualier)

rectly followed that the deltaV's of the

vehicles were related simply in propor- Weights of both vehicles were mea-



Crash Data
Recorders
(From Page 21)

Use of the Crash Data Retrieval Sys-
tem In Establishing Better Crash In-
jury Databases

This low speed impact example high-
lights a basic problem in developing
meaningful correlations beween speed
and injury. Historically, crash investi-
gators and researchers were primarily
interested in moderate to high speed

delta V as the correlating variable with

injury. In the NASS databases , vehicle

crush was used to estimate deltaV and

hence injury level.

This s impl ist ic approach has

proven satisfactory at least for relatively

iarge delta Vt. However it sometimes

escapes our attention that in principle,

delta V cannot at all be related to in-

jury unless there is an associated time

over which the velocity change occurs.

For example, when one accelerates

normallyfrom 0 mph to 60 mph, there

is obviously no in.iury even though

there is a 60 mph delta V. Conversely

when one is in a crash and slows from

60 mph to 0 mph in approximately

els, the magnitude of the crash will
certainly produce injury. -Vhen low

speed collisions became an important

area of study, and litigation of these
cases came to the fore. the delta V vs.
injury approach came along with it.
In my experience however, the corre-
lation that held in high speed crashes

fails to characterize low speed crash

injury. I believe that absolute values

of low speed velocity change may be

insufficient to characterize and or pre-

dict injury. Instead the impact must

be evaluated on a finer scale, which
includes rather than disregards the

duration of the impact. That is, in-
jury must be correlated with the ac-

celeration or the rate of change of ve-

locity. On a deeper level, injury thresh-
olds in low speed collisions may even
be correlated to "jerk", defined as the
rate of change of acceleration. Al-

though a perfectly real and important

physical quantiry this term is all but

absent in the reconstruction and medi-
cal  l i terature. The reason is clear.
There has never been any way to mea-
sure acceleration, let alone jerk, in real
world crashes. If one could correlate
these concepts with reported injuries

in low speed impacts, there may very

well be a clear and decisive correlation,
and the m)'stery and lack of consen-
sus in the relationship of delta V and
injury in low speed impacts may be
removed.

This is the promise of making
crash sensing technology and measure-
ment available on a wide scale. New

databases will be formed comprised of
a large number of real world type

crashes. No longer will investigators
and juries have to rely on a potentially
biased database of human crash test
volunteers, not likely representative of
the broad population of persons in-
jured in the enormous number low

speed crashes that occur each day in

the United States.

collisions where damage was extensive.
In searching for a relatively simple way

to relate injury level to some aspect of
the impact, they realized that standard
mathematical techniques of recon-

struct ion were based on veloci ty

change only, and the high decelera-

tions that occurred during the crush

phase did not have to be considered

in detail. Consequently they selected
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Figure 3

200 milliseconds, injury levels can be
drastic. The important variable then
for injury correlation is deceleration
(or acceleration) which is a measure
of the change in velociry with respect
to time.

In high to moderate impacts, the

effects of deceleration may be second-
ary to the absolute velocity change.
That is, regardless of deceleration lev-
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Further, as the NHTSA begins ro
include SDM crash data in its colli-
sion databases, medical, legal and crash
investigators may find new and help-

ful information previously overlooked
in the staged crashes into solid barri-
ers that have histor ical ly been the
mainstay of crash severity analysis.

Only time and continued research will
tell, and both favor the expansion of
crash data recording.

WhatYou Should Do Now
Vhen inir iar ing new cases, i r  is

cr i t ical  to determine whether your
client's vehicle was equipped with a re-
cording qype SDM. The vehicle cov-
erage list for the Vetronix Crash Data
can be found at the Vetronix web sitee .
I will also post a continually updated
list on my own web sitero. However,
just because a vehicle is not on the
current Vetronix coverage list does not
mean that the SDM might nor yield
important data at some future time.
To insure that you are nor discarding
data that may be critical to your case,
you must absolutely determine from
the manufacturer whether or not the
vehicle was equipped with a record-
ing SDM. If it was, then either the
vehicle or the module must be pre-
served. Although modules are nor-
mally immune to data corruption, one
must follow manufacturer's recom-
mendations for removal and preserva-
tion of the module.

Once you have established the data
col lect ion character ist ics of  your
client's vehicle, the obvious next step
is to do the same for any other vehicles
involved in the accident. Be aware that
there are alternate ways of crash sens-
ing that may not involve airbag sen-
sors. Be especially vigilant when deal-
ing with fleet vehicles and trucks that
may have special dedicated devices to
monitor the speed and crash history
of the vehicle. You should always in-

clude a broad quesrion in-your inter-
rogatories related to the use ofany re-
cording devices that may have been in
use at the time of the accident. These
might include video and audio data as
well as sensory impact values.

This short article can by no means
address all of the technical issues asso-
ciated with crash sensing and record-
ing. I expect that based on the presenr
level of technology, arguments will
emerge to limit the use of crash sensor
data in litigation. However I also be-
lieve that those arguments will even-
tually diminish, and thar crash sens-
ing will come to dominate the field. I
therefore recommend that interested
readers become acquainted with some
of the basic literatllre on the subjecr
starting with the citations referenced

in this article. *
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